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six years after the Colombian government under then-President Juan 
Manuel Santos signed a peace agreement with the Revolutionary 

Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), the country’s armed conflict remains a 
reality. Violence is escalating in critical rural and border areas, while urban 
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centers report a deterioration in citizen security. The gains of two decades of 
sustained US security and intelligence cooperation are increasingly at risk.

A model for bilateral cooperation

Colombia o.ers a template for a lasting mutually-beneficial security 
and intelligence partnership with the United States. Through Plan 
Colombia, the United States provided Colombia, nearing the brink of 

failed state status in 2000, with security, intelligence, and economic devel-
opment aid to battle the FARC and other criminal groups. The multi-bil-
lion-dollar US program supported Colombia’s e.orts to counter narcotics 
tra!cking, train and equip law enforcement and the military, and promote 
economic growth in areas lacking state presence.1 This supported an unprec-
edented whole-of-government approach by then-President Álvaro Uribe, 
including the “Democratic Security” policy and the multi-year counterter-
rorism “Patriot Plan.”

Two elements were unique to Plan Colombia. The first was well-coor-
dinated and equipped joint operations between the di.erent branches of 
Colombia’s armed forces (including shifts in military doctrine). The second 
was its focus on revamping intelligence capabilities. A combination of US 
equipment and training assistance gave Colombia’s military renewed con-
fidence.

Colombian security forces—the National Police and military—devel-
oped human intelligence, signals intercept capabilities, imagery exploita-
tion, and rapid battlefield damage assessment collection. Superior aerial 
capabilities allowed security forces to develop operationally actionable intel-
ligence. Military intelligence personnel expanded and intelligence was inte-
grated into military operations.

The United States also worked with civilian intelligence—the Colom-
bian National Intelligence Directorate (DNI)—to incorporate sound intel-
ligence practices with improved oversight of the Colombian National Police 
and military. This contributed to cutting homicides in Colombia by half and 
a 90 percent decline in kidnappings and terrorist attacks.2

However, while military intelligence improved, not enough attention was 
given to enhancing civilian and military intelligence coordination. Future 
cooperation to strengthen Colombia’s security forces should address this 
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shortcoming, while also focusing on addressing corruption, increasing trans-
parency, and preventing excessive use of force and human rights violations.

A crisis unraveling

Colombia continues to grapple with security and defense challenges, 
despite the 2016 peace agreement with the FARC. In 2021, the country 
reached the highest homicide rate since 2014. From January to March 

2022, there were twenty-three recorded massacres with sixty-one victims, 
adding to ninety-six massacres with 338 victims in 2021.3 There was also a 
four-year increase in victims of improvised explosive devices between 2017 
and 2021.4

With the FARC’s disarmament, conflict centers mainly around the 
National Liberation Army (ELN), FARC dissidents have sprung up. 
These include Segunda Marquetalia and FARC-EP, and bandas crimina-
les (BACRIM), including the Gaitanist Self-Defense Forces (also known as 
the “Gulf Clan”) and the “Border Commands,” previously known as “the 
Mafia.” By 2021, there were reported to be at least 36 FARC dissident groups 
with more than 5,200 combatants.5

The situation along the porous 1,378-mile Colombia-Venezuela border is 
particularly tense and often overlooked. Colombia’s Arauca State and Ven-
ezuela’s Apure State have become a war zone between FARC dissidents, the 
ELN, and the Venezuelan military. Violence escalated in 2022 with at least 
eighty-seven homicides in Arauca by March.6

Competition to control the lucrative illicit activities market—primarily 
narco-tra!cking, but also illegal mining, counterfeiting, and contraband 
smuggling—remains the main driver of violence.7 While the government 
took important steps to reduce coca cultivation and cocaine production in 
2021, a 2015 ban on aerial fumigation with glyphosate maintained by Colom-
bia’s Supreme Court has contributed to all-time highs in coca crops and total 
cocaine production.8

Colombia’s Unified Risk Monitoring Mechanism, a conflict-monitoring 
instrument of the Special Jurisdiction for Peace (JEP),9 identified the twelve 
areas most a?icted by violence.10 These regions correlate almost perfectly 
with areas that report the highest rates of illicit coca production or illicit 
mining, including the border areas with Ecuador, Panama, and Venezuela, 
which provide tra!cking routes.11 There is also a close correlation between 
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the assassination of social leaders and FARC ex-combatants and regions 
with high narco-tra!cking.12 This demonstrates the state’s failure to recover 
FARC-era strongholds, with military and institutional presence  seen only 
in sporadic raids.13 Citizen insecurity in major urban centers is also rising, 
including acts of terrorism.14

Opportunities ahead

The tactics used in today’s conflicts are sophisticated. Intelligence is the 
first line of defense. Unfortunately, early investments in military intel-
ligence and much-needed civilian intelligence reforms did not focus 

adequately on creating a Colombian intelligence community. Intelligence 
cooperation must now focus on building this community, fostering sharing 
intelligence, and countering the threats posed by criminal actors operating 
with smaller cells, sophisticated courier networks, and a growing dark web 
footprint.15

The DNI, Colombia’s primary civilian intelligence organization, must be 
strengthened to coordinate more closely with military intelligence. While the 
DNI produces analysis and is responsible for counterintelligence activities, it 
operates in silos from the intelligence organizations of the National Police, Air 
Force, Army, and Navy. Fusing intelligence—taking disparate types of intelli-
gence collection and combining them to provide more operationally relevant 
information—should be a priority moving forward. Ensuring national-level 
civilian combat support agencies supplement the military is also crucial.

 How could the United States support these improvements?
First, the United States should support the creation of joint committees 

and civilian combat support units to improve US-Colombia intelligence col-
laboration. These e.orts should build on successful experiences and incor-
porate technical support from the United States and other allies across the 
world like Israel and the United Kingdom.

Second, the United States should work with Colombia to update the strat-
egy and equipment used to target border violence, conflict hotspots, and the 
financial operations of criminal actors. Colombia could better sta. the DNI 
and commit to evaluating how bureaucratic and administrative hurdles limit 
e!cacy and contribute to corruption. With US support, Colombia should 
also enhance e.orts to improve human rights and professional standards.
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Third, the whole-of-government approach that recovered territorial con-
trol in certain areas during Plan Colombia should be restored. The Colom-
bian government should focus on setting measurable objectives to reduce 
the size of the BACRIM and remaining FARC disenfranchised personnel, 
while reevaluating the more traditional warfare approach it adopted fol-
lowing the peace agreement. An incoming government should prioritize a 
strategy that synchronizes security, intelligence, economic development, 
and human rights objectives in high-risk territories.

Finally, the United States and Colombia should prioritize bilateral 
strategic security dialogues that build on the framework provided by the 
US-Colombia High Level Dialogue. Future dialogues should incorporate 
interagency participation and focus on combating armed non-state actors, 
strengthening US support for Colombia’s whole-of-government approach 
to the conflict.

Both the United States and Colombia must recognize the gravity of 
large swathes of Colombian territory in the hands of new criminal actors. 
In March 2022, President Joseph R. Biden announced his intention to des-
ignate Colombia as a Major non-NATO ally, signaling the importance of the 
bilateral security partnership and granting Colombia preferential access to 
trade and security cooperation.16 Colombia stands as the only country in 
Latin America designated as a NATO Global Partner.

Colombia: A vital partner in the hemisphere

The United States and the Western Hemisphere benefit from a strong 
partnership with Colombia. Its security gains in the last two decades 
have positioned it as Latin America’s third-largest economy and an 

indispensable security partner to the US, training police and prosecutors in 
Latin America and other regions. With a new yet focused strategy in place, 
Colombia is well-positioned to reverse the tide of transnational organized 
crime a?icting our hemisphere.

US intelligence and security cooperation with Colombia bore positive 
results for both countries over the past two decades. It would be unwise to 
overlook a partner with a demonstrated record of results and a willingness 
to learn from past mistakes. With current and looming internal and exter-
nal threats to Colombia’s democratic future, too much is at stake to disregard 
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